The Asian American Federation would like to thank the following companies and individuals for their generous donations of products and services:

Chipotle
Clearview Cinemas
*Continental Airlines
Fox5
Gary Moriwaki, Esq.
Georgia O’Keefe Museum
Grace Lyu Volckhausen
Inn of the Annasazi, a Rosewood Hotel
International Folk Art Museum
Jae and Malisa Kim
King Pacific Lodge, a Rosewood Resort
MCM
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.
The New York Stock Exchange
The Orchard Restaurant & Garden, Beijing
Pacific Delight Tours
Palin Enterprises
Paul Labrecque Salon & Spa
Quintess, Leading Residences of the World
Regal Entertainment Group
Shun Lee Restaurants
Ten Thousand Waves
Threshold Visions
US Helicopters
Via One Technologies, Inc.
Vivienne Tam
Victor Lin Trio
Warwick International Hotels
Wedding Creatives

*Official Airline Sponsor
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